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Le Nouvelle France Antiquités 

"House of Antiques"

This small antique shop on stands out among the others that surround it

on Rue St. Paul, where Quebec’s antique district is located, with a notable

collection of folk art, especially paintings. Visitors will find a little bit of

everything at the store, from fashion accessories, to lamps, crates,

collectibles, furniture, instruments, and toys from bygone eras. The street-

level room has the most eye-catching items, but the basement is a great

place to find a piece of vintage treasure.

 +1 418 694 1807  duvalyves@videotron.ca  225 Saint Paul, Quebec City QC
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Machin Chouette 

"Exclusive Creations"

This funky shop on rue Saint-Paul has a lot in store for all of those who

like to decorate their house and beautify themselves. The antiques and

accessories are known for their quality and aesthetic value. But it's not

just antiques gracing the racks in Machin Chouette; even contemporary

objects are on offer. Moreover, most of the rare creations don't even

repeat themselves, the shelves are always brimming with something new.

On weekends, you can take it easy, sip your coffee and discuss your

preferences with the staff.

 +1 418 525 9898  machinchouette.com/  info@machinchouette.com  225 Rue Saint-Paul, Quebec

City QC
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Bolduc Antiquities 

"Antique Haven"

Give your home, an elegant old-world makeover, with the fantastic

antiques from Balduc Antiquities. From period furniture, to vintage lamps,

sconces, photo frames and home decor items, the store's collection is

inexhaustible to say the least. Keep your eyes peeled, and you're bound to

find some truly unique pieces in the collection. A regular haunt of

collectors, Bolduc is considered to be one of the finest purveyors of

antiques in the city. Check website for their collection and more.

 +1 418 694 9558  lesantiquitesbolduc.com/  info@lesantiquitesbolduc.c

om

 89 rue Saint-Paul, Quebec

City QC
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Marche Jean-Talon 

"Vibrant Public Market"

Spanning 13471 square meters (145,000 square feet), Marche Jean-Talon

is one of the biggest markets in the city. From clothing and accessories to

home decor and antiques, there's tons of stuff to peruse, and the offerings

are practically unending. Running Thursday through Sunday, the colorful

flea market offers great discounts and attracts shoppers from all corners

of the city. The public market offers the freshest produce from the region,

and is a regular haunt of gourmet-enthusiasts. There's an array of
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restaurants as well as a bar to unwind after an exciting shopping spree.

The on-site bingo-hall operates throughout the week.

 +1 418 623 3424  marchejeantalon.com/  info@marchejeantalon.com  1750 rue Périgord, Quebec

City QC
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